ABOUT Spiritual Sky OILS
Since ancient times mankind has used distilled essences to create beautiful
fragrances for varied purposes. As demand has grown, natural resources
have become limited and as a result natural oils have increased in value
enormously. Some now exceed $12,000 per kg! Most manufacturers closely
guard the secret recipes of exactly which combinations of natural, nature
identical and manufactured oils are used in their products. Entirely natural
products are – as the name suggests – entirely natural. Nature identical
products are generally manufactured from a combination of natural products
none of which may be related in any way to the fragrance that they eventually
imitate. Manufactured products frequently comprise a combination of both
natural/nature identical and man-made compounds.
Spiritual Sky oils have been bottled in Australia since 1973, initially in central
NSW, moving to a S.E. Queensland location in recent years.
We are proud to continue the traditions of the world’s great fragrance houses
and source our oils from many different manufacturers in Australia and
throughout the world. Each of our perfumed oils has been subjected to
rigorous testing for fragrance and quality before we accept it as being worthy
of our customers.
Whilst we are unable to reveal the exact ingredients list of our products (we
have been unable to convince our suppliers to share their secrets with us) we
can confidently assure our valued customers that all our oils are of the finest
quality, bottled with pride and care right here in S.E. Queensland. Some of our
oils (for example Patchouli) are, in fact, a completely natural product (100%
essential oil). Others, such as Patchouli Amber, contain a very small
percentage of nature identical oil and are up to 95% natural.
We are sure you will get much enjoyment from these outstanding perfumed
oils and we look forward to continuing the tradition of supplying a quality
product for many years to come.

